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Editors: Wendy Feltham & Noreen Parks

Wendy’s photos of
Mt. Townsend hike,
European Garden
Spider, and
Russula mushroom

Our New Website
The Natural History Society
celebrates our first anniversary by
launching our new website:
www.JLTnatural.org We hope
you’ll peruse our events and
resources, and enjoy a local
nature video-of-the-week.

A Mushroom Hunt
Join mushroom enthusiast
Caroline Robertson for an
introduction to local mushrooms
on Monday, November 4, at
10:00 am. We'll cover features to
look for that distinguish one
mushroom from another, try our
hand at identifying some of the
'shrooms we find, and learn some
ecological roles and astonishing
facts. Come dressed for the
weather and uneven terrain. To
make this a richer experience for
all, the number of participants is
limited. RSVP to Dave at
JLTnatural@saveland.org

A lifetime isn't long enough for the
beauty of this world...

Plants of Gibbs Lake

Meet the Author!

On Thursday, November14, we
The Natural History Society Book
will join with the Native Plant
Club is meeting on Monday,
Society for a 3-5 mile hike around
November 25, from 3:30-5:00
Gibbs Lake, through multiple
pm to discuss Dylan Tomine’s
habitat types including mature
fascinating book about an outdoor
forests, wetlands and aquatic
family’s year foraging, Closer to
systems, ending at a bog to
search for wild cranberries.
Three Websites We Love
Be prepared for wet weather
and wear waterproof boots.
http://www.olymushrooms
.org
Bring field guide, water, and
lunch. Carpool at Shold
http://www.wnps.org/olym
pic/
Business Center (Patison Rd.
by NOSC office) by 9:00 am
http://
or go directly to Gibbs Lake
www.dungenessrivercente
to meet at first parking lot on
r.org
the right along Gibbs Lake
Road at 9:30 am. RSVP to
Fred or Ann Weinmann:
the Ground. We’re delighted that
379-0986 or
local author/naturalist Tomine
fweinmann@cablespeed.com
will join us for this meeting!
Email Janell for RSVPs and
directions: jjelliffe@gmail.com

and the responsibilities of your life.
Mary Oliver

